


The Best of Both Worlds

Woodbridge is a prestigious new land 

development in Angle Vale, one of the 

Adelaide Plains’ most sought  

after townships. 

While only a short drive from the city, this 

is far from city living. With generous block 

sizes, peace and quiet, natural beauty, 

great schools and an amazing sense of 

community — this is true country living, 

without the distance.

This exciting new land development is a 

fantastic opportunity to not only build a 

beautiful new home, but to reinvent your 

lifestyle. Imagine the simpler, richer quality 

of life that waits for you and your  

family at Woodbridge.
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Everything You’ll Need,  

Right at Your Fingertips

Woodbridge at Angle Vale is an  

ideal destination to upgrade for  

new families and first home buyers.

While the city is only a short drive 

away, you’ll find much of what you 

could ever need is offered locally. 

With over 70 hectares of dedicated 

parks, wetlands and reserves, as well as 

state-of-the-art schools, and extensive 

health, entertainment, sporting and 

recreational facilities — this is a fully 

integrated community in its own right.
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Discover Woodbridge 

Arriving at the reserve entry for the first 

time, there is a palpable air of possibility.

Woodbridge welcomes you into the 

beginnings of a vibrant new community, 

showcasing a selection of our premium 

quality homes and offering just a 

small taste of what is yet to come.

With beautiful natural surroundings 

and a selection of local amenities 

at your fingertips, all this modern, 

liveable, new neighbourhood 

needs to be complete — is you.
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Make Your Dream Home a Reality

If you have a dream home in 

mind, and you love to dream big — 

Woodbridge is the place for you. 

As a brand new neighbourhood, purpose-

built from scratch, Woodbridge presents 

the opportunity to purchase the perfect 

sized block for your dream home.

From compact living spaces, to spacious 

family homes and everything in between, 

this is your chance to choose the allotment 

that best suits your ideal house. You’ll 

find there’s plenty of room for that shed, 

pool, caravan or whatever else you’ve 

been dreaming of in Woodbridge.

Don’t let a shortage of space compromise 

your vision, this is the big, blank canvas 

your dream home has been waiting for.



Enjoy the Great Outdoors

Central to the mission of Woodbridge 

is to create a cohesive neighbourhood 

which enhances and correlates with 

the natural beauty of the region, with 

beautiful tree lined boulevards providing 

shade for pedestrians, and marking the 

seasons with their changing foliage. 

The development’s central hub is designed 

to be a safe, environmentally friendly 

space, where neighbours can partake in 

recreational activities, socialise or just 

relax under the shade of a tree. It will 

include a tennis and basketball playspace*, 

shelters, BBQ facilities and plenty of 

room to kick a footy with the kids.

* Subject to council approval09



Championing new land communities by raising the bar  

and continuing to deliver quality, affordable and responsible  

places to live. Actium is a land development group specialising  

in sourcing unique pieces of land and developing them into  

quality residential land estates.

We believe in choosing land that can offer something unique to 

our buyers. We take a considered approach to developing each 

estate, carefully taking into account the existing aesthetic of the 

surrounding precinct with a view to reinvigorate the area through 

our vision and years of experience in building new communities.

We invest in developing land upfront, so you can profit from the 

returns. Whether that be enjoying a wonderful, brand new, well 

thought out neighbourhood or future return on your investment.

All designs, plans, drawings, features, specifications, measurements, illustrations, prices, materials, photography and all other items or descriptions contained in this brochure are 
subject to change by Actium Land Developments in its absolute discretion. Actium Land Developments reserves the absolute right to qualify, substitute or replace any item or 
descriptions contained in this brochure. All illustrations are an artist’s impression and all furnishings are not included as part of the base product. Plans can be mirror reversed. The 
information in this brochure was correct at the time of printing. Any errors which may occur are not deliberate and will be adjusted at next printing. These designs are the exclusive 
property of James Andrew Marketing and are subject to copyright. James Andrew Marketing and Actium Land Developments reserve the right to alter and change designs without 
notice. Refer to current price list and working drawings for the description of inclusions and features of homes.
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